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Progress
• Specimen data digitized: 

1.52M/1.61M records 95%

but only 15% to iDigBio

• Localities georeferenced: 22k/32.6k -- 67%

• Specimens photographed: 114k/83k -- 140%
̶ 

Credit: Smithsonian Institution, CC BY-NC-SA



Additional Products

at epicctcn.org

For sharing training across network and with new PENs
Sufficiently general for use across many types of collections

Written by students doing the work 



Virtual Field Experiences launch



Lesson learned:
Your data won’t be what you think they are

• Data cleaning is mostly a good thing.

• Aggregator data cleaning has not always been.

– Filling in of taxonomic ranks can create fake 
occurrence data and muddied results

– Taxonomic backbones will never be complete or as 
current as museum data may be

Ammonoidea Ammozoides

≠ Flag: image 
replaced



Lesson learned

Lack of transparency is a key problem.
– Tens of thousands of records being modified

– No clear signals to users what they are necessarily 
searching 

– Flags don’t provide sufficient feedback on why 
changes made  (e.g., taxon updates vs. typos; exact 
matches vs. fuzzy matches) to be useful to providers

– Close matches of indeterminate fossils matched to 
living relatives are particularly problematic (e.g., e.g., 
Polinices sp. becoming Polinices immaculatus, )



Quantifying “dark data”

Marshall et al.  2018. Quantifying the dark data in museum fossil collections as palaeontology
undergoes a second digital revolution.  Biology Letters. DOI: 10.1098/rsbl.2018.0431

Question: How much more is gained 
when we invest in collections?

Published record vs. EPICC holdings

23x more localities (faunas) in EPICC 
institutions than recorded in the 
literature



A popular treatment 
can spread to many 
more outlets …



• PIs, students, staff 
and volunteers of 
EPICC

• iDigBio staff and 
trainings

• NSF DBI awards 
1502500, 1503065, 
1503545, 1503611, 
1503613, 1503628 
and 1503678 
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Developing Stratigraphic References



Building a Taxonomic Dictionary

• Existing sources of paleontological taxonomy 
incomplete, not intended for use as backbone

• Building dictionary based on primary literature

• Can be incorporated in GBIF backbone as checklist 
upon completion

• A.J.W. Hendy and C. Souto et al.; 6400 rows currently


